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RUSSIA CHINA AND INDIA
TROOPS IN KAZAKSTAN
Tom Dicker

Russia has moved troops into Kazakhstan. India, in cooperation with China has moved troops into
Kazakhstan. Though stating that they respect the sovereignty of other nations they did not warn Kazakhstan
before moving into the area. They do however strongly disapprove of Russia's actions in Ukraine, and feel
threatened by Russian developments.
Possible New “Nation of Science” a Joke?
Chloe Paul
The Japanese Top Scientist announced that the Global Council of Scientists has announced plans to
secede from their respective countries and form a new “Nation of Science.” Dr Hall claims they will need
adequate military forces to do so. When asked, China’s top scientist Dr Chalmers claimed that there was
“no such nation of science” and that it was a “joke.” Russia’s top scientist claims they are not a part of such
an organisation. India has no information, and believes it was a misunderstanding or a joke. However all
nations stressed that they believe in scientific cooperation for all mankind
Opinion – Human Lies In The Face of Nonhuman
Threat?
Pierce Wilcox
As Russia fights an unknown foe in Ukraine, and the
world goes to war in Kazakhstand international leaders
may have accidentally hinted that the assailants may be
something darker than a rogue state. Two separate world
leaders, when pressed on the identity of the attackers,
were quick to denounce claims of an ‘alien threat’. Russia
has stated that the conflict in Ukraine might pose a threat
to the whole world.
Our soldiers are dying. The world deserves to know what
they are dying for. Whichever nation breaks the
conspiracy of silence and reveals the truth behind this
conflict will set a new standard for transparency and good
government in a troubled world.
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